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The intention of this Four Week Booster Program is to provide people diagnosed with Parkinson’s Disease 

an easy-to-follow fitness program that is specific to the general Parkinson’s population. 

However, this plan should not replace a skilled assessment or individualized treatment program put 

together by your healthcare team. While this program was designed by a Doctor of Physical Therapy, it is not 

intended to be taken as or replace individualized medical or professional advice. 

Please consult your physician or other licensed health professional before using this program, especially 

if you or your family have a history of heart disease, high blood pressure, respiratory illness, bone or joint 

problems that worsen with physical activity, or you have ever been in discomfort while exercising.

 

Understand that the use of this program is at your own risk and Invigorate Physical Therapy and Wellness, 

PLLC shall not be responsible or liable for any liability of any kind resulting from the use of this program. 

Stop exercising immediately if you experience faintness, dizziness, pain, or shortness of breath. If you are in 

the United States and think you are having a medical or health emergency, call 9-1-1 immediately.

Questions? Please e-mail us at support@invigoratept.freshdesk.com.

Disclaimer: Please Read
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Preparation:
 Day 1

How Your Plan Works
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Before we begin, we need to make sure your head is 

in the right place… Would you consider the following 

statement TRUE or FALSE ?

“I believe I can recover my flexibility, balance, stamina, 

strength, and coordination, despite my Parkinson’s 

diagnosis.”

If you didn’t answer with a resounding, “True!”, we need to 

chat.

Gandhi was right... If you’re starting this program without 

the belief that your body can heal and become stronger, 

more flexible, and more radiant every day, then you’re pre-

determining your less-than fulfilling destiny.

Here’s the truth: Your body has the ability to heal. You can 

get better over time, not worse. 

Here’s the Deal...
Your beliefs become 

Your thoughts,

Your thoughts become 

Your words,

Your words become 

Your actions,

Your actions become 

Your habits,

Your habits become 

Your values,

Your values become 

Your destiny.

- Mahatma Gandhi
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You’ve likely been told that Parkinson’s is a 

progressive, degenerative disease and there’s 

nothing that can be done but take your medication 

and hope for a cure. 

Believe me, my friend - This simply is not true.

Over the last decade the research has exploded 

regarding the brain and Parkinson’s Disease. 

What’s it finding? 

Exercise is medicine for the Parkinson’s brain.

In fact, it may in fact be more powerful than the pills 

in your medicine cabinet.

Yes, you read that right.

Flipping the Rhetoric
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I’m so glad you’re here.

I’m Sarah King, a Doctor of Physical Therapy, licensed 

physical therapist, Founder of Invigorate Physical 

Therapy and Wellness, and creator of this 5-Week 

Parkinson’s Booster Program.

I’ve worked with hundreds of clients at all stages of the 

disease regain their ability to:

• Walk with confidence

• Get on and off the floor 

• Play with their grandkids

• Overcome freezing

• Eliminate aches and pains

• Return to hiking (and golfing.. and bowling..) 

• and recover their zest for life. 

One of the most powerful modalities I use is EXERCISE

and soon, you’ll be able to use it too!

Nice to meet you!
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The most effective Parkinson’s exercise program directly targets symptoms like:

• Bradykinesia (slow movements)

• Tremors

• Muscle Rigidity

• Freezing (feeling like your feet are stuck to the floor)

• Shuffling steps

• Stooped posture

• Stiff joints and muscles

I work 1-on-1 with clients to help them build and implement their own Parkinson’s exercise program and 

have seen amazing results.

 

Until now, I’ve only been able to serve clients in the 1on1 setting. Over the last few years, requests for a virtual 

Parkinson’s exercise program have started flowing in from across the country and beyond. People were 

wanting something they could do from anywhere for just a little “boost

Thus, this 5-Week Booster Program was born.

Parkinson’s Specific Program    
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Your program is broken down into 4 weeks where we will focus on “boosting” different skills each week 

(shown on this page). On the next 4 pages, you’ll see that the daily workouts are laid out for you. All you have 

to do is click on the links to that day’s exercise videos, watch, and follow along.

How the Parkinson’s Booster 
Program Works

Skill Focus

Flexibility 30 minutes Hydration

Energy

Nerve Health

Rejuvenation

35 minutes

40 minutes

45 minutes

Strength & Stamina

Balance

Coordination

Daily Length Success Strategy

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4
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Week 1: Flexibility

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Goal

Cardiovasular Training Exercises

Happy Spine 
Series

(click here)

Happy Spine 
Series

(click here)

Happy Spine 
Series

(click here)

Happy Spine 
Series

(click here)

10 reps each 1 set

1 set

1 set

1 set

10 reps each

10 reps each

10 reps each

Repetitions Sets Focus

Pole Walking:
Regular (5 minutes)

Long Stride (5 minutes)
Regular (5 minutes)

(videos here)

-OR-

Stationary Bike
(15 minutes)

15 minutes Daily
(Intensity Level 4-6)

15 minutes 

4 Days per Week
10 Reps Each 1 set 

each

Large range of motion in all 
your joints.

Stretch through your fingers, 
elbows, shoulders, knees, 

hips, and toes!

Check your posture often: 
Imagine a weight is lifted off 

your shoulders and stand 
tall.

Don’t forget to BREATHE.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_X_sW4DosUCaKud_3YErgr
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_X_sW4DosUCaKud_3YErgr
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_X_sW4DosUCaKud_3YErgr
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_X_sW4DosUCaKud_3YErgr
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI9LW6Ew48utMzLTDEjyCsw4
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Week 2: Strength & Stamina

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Goal

Cardiovasular Training Exercises

Foundational 5
(click here)

Foundational 5
(click here)

Foundational 5
(click here)

Foundational 5
(click here)

15-20 reps 
each

15-20  reps 
each

15-20 reps
each

15-20 reps 
each

1 set

1 set

1 set

1 set

Repetitions Sets Focus

Pole Walking:
Regular (5 minutes)

Long Stride (5 minutes)
High Knees (5 minutes)

Regular (5 minutes)
(videos here)

-OR-

Stationary Bike
Alternate:

1 minute comfortable pace
1 minute increased pace

(Repeat 10 times)

20 minutes Daily
(Intensity Level 5-7)

15 minutes 
4 Days per Week 15-20 Reps Each 1 set 

each

Gently start to raise the 
intensity of your exercise. If 
it’s hard (but not impossible) 

to talk while you exercise 
you’re at a good intensity.

Don’t forget to BREATHE.

Continue to stretch through 
your fingers, elbows, 

shoulders, knees, hips, and 
toes with every exercise!

Check your posture often: 
Imagine a weight is lifted off 

your shoulders and stand 
tall.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-vEpCys3VguTimyEttOYyZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-vEpCys3VguTimyEttOYyZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-vEpCys3VguTimyEttOYyZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-vEpCys3VguTimyEttOYyZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI9RT3Ft0uXd75Gt8GlatwZa
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Week 3: Balance

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Goal

Cardiovasular Training Exercises

Back in Balance
(click here)

Back in Balance
(click here)

Back in Balance
(click here)

Back in Balance
(click here)

15 reps each 

15 reps each 

15 reps each 

15 reps each 

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

Repetitions Sets Focus

Pole Walking:
Regular (5 minutes)

High Knee (5 minutes)
Punch (5 minutes)

Backwards (5 minutes)
Regular (5 minutes)

(videos here)

-OR-

Stationary Bike
Alternate:

1 minute comfortable pace
1 minute increased pace

(Repeat 12 times)

25 minutes Daily
(Intensity Level 6-8)

20 minutes 
4 Days per Week 15 Reps Each

Start in the “kickstand” 
position and, as your 

balance improves, challenge 
yourself with lifting one foot 

off the floor.

Go through all the drills 

Check your posture often: 
Imagine a weight is lifted off 

your shoulders and stand 
tall.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_B-qqDopid8bqa6k4loxKh
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_B-qqDopid8bqa6k4loxKh
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_B-qqDopid8bqa6k4loxKh
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI_B-qqDopid8bqa6k4loxKh
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI96TwiXKvzM6CWQtSVTWdW0
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Week 4: Coordination

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Day 6

Day 7

Goal

Cardiovasular Training Exercises

Coordination 
Challenge
(click here)

Coordination 
Challenge
(click here)

Coordination 
Challenge
(click here)

Coordination 
Challenge
(click here)

20 reps each 

20 reps each 

20 reps each 

20 reps each 

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

1 set 
per leg

Repetitions Sets Focus

Pole Walking:
Regular (5 minutes)
Punch (5 minutes)

Backwards (5 minutes)
Texas Twist (5 minutes)

Regular (5 minutes)
(videos here)

-OR-

Stationary Bike
Alternate:

1 minute comfortable pace
1 minute increased pace

(Repeat 12 times)

25 minutes
(Intensity Level 6-8)

20 minutes 
4 Days per Week 20 Reps Each

Get out of your comfort 
zone: If it’s not challenging 
you, it ain’t changing you!

Try increasing your range of 
motion or speed for added 

intensity. 

You can also combine these 
exercises with music for an 

extra mental challenge.

Reminder: Check your 
posture often - Imagine 
a weight is lifted off your 
shoulders and stand tall.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-Ur5GpLuyBs0eI1V7w3D-_
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-Ur5GpLuyBs0eI1V7w3D-_
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-Ur5GpLuyBs0eI1V7w3D-_
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI-Ur5GpLuyBs0eI1V7w3D-_
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLHfSIOVDaOI9rxbQfkAM2-LghHAeBGEFy
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1. The User’s Manual

2. The Weekly Plans with Video Links

3. The Printables (Hard Copy)

The document you’re reading now is the User’s Manual to the 

Parkinson’s Booster Fitness Program. Save it to your computer 

so you can access it anytime for reference. It has ALL the 

information in one place. For the love of Pete, DO NOT PRINT 

this User’s Manual! (It’s too long!) 

Click here to download the full 4-week Booster Plan with 

clickable links to all the instructional videos.  Save this file to 

your computer. This is the most important file to have easy 

access to - you’ll be pulling it up on your computer every day 

and following the links to the exercise videos.

Click here to download a printable PDF copy of the weekly 

plans. Print them and put them up on your fridge or 

somewhere else easy to see. You’ll use this hard copy to check 

off each day as you complete it.

How to Stay on Track

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fcbc5725e252f7242b3b5/1467993030038/Digital_calendars.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fcbe5725e252f7242b4d3/1467993061896/Printable_calendars.pdf
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1. Print Your Plan 2. Open the Plan on computer 3. Check ‘em off!

Put your hard copy in a place where 

you’ll see it every day so it will remind 

you to do your exercise and also 

be easy for you to see what you’re 

supposed to do that day.

You’ll be able to click the green links to 

open videos of the exercises you’ve been 

assigned that day. Simply follow along 

from your computer or iPad.

Once you complete the activity of each 

day, put a big ol’ check mark next to it. 

Completing lists and checking off items 

actually increases dopamine in your brain, 

keeps you on track, and helps you feel 

accomplished! 

Overview: How To Use the Plan
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This week you’ll receive emails that will help you properly prepare for the Booster program and ensure your 

long-term success.

Here’s what it looks like:

Email Guidance & Support

Welcome
Preparation

How Your Plan 

Works

Preparation

Setting Your 

Goals

Preparation

Measuring Your

Baseline

Official Start 

of Your 4-week 

Booster Program

Monday Wednesday Friday SundayToday
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 I know you’re likely VERY excited to get started on this Booster Program. 

However, I would strongly encourage you to follow along with the preparation emails this first week. These emails were 

designed with your success in mind. I’ve worked with hundreds of clients and know that rushing through the process 

can be great in the short-term, but can sometimes leave something to be desired after the program is over. 

If you’re really an eager-beaver and think you can do it all on your own, by all means little chick, hop out of the nest and 

get going! Start on Week 1, Day 1.

If not, that’s okay. We’ll go day-by-day and make sure you have all the support you need as you make this exciting jump 

into the Parkinson’s fitness world!

Can’t Wait?
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This program does not require any equipment - 

simply your body-weight and a sturdy chair or 

countertop will work just fine.

 

However, many of the exercise videos include one of 

my favorite exercise tools:

A pair of Parkinson’s Poles.

Why? 

I’ve found that these are the perfect tool to help 

build balance, stamina, arm swing, coordination, and 

strength with my clients.

Plus, they’re pretty inexpensive (less than $15 to 

make yourself). I’ll show you how on the next page.

Do I Need Equipment?
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This exercise program uses these Parkinson’s poles a lot.

As I mentioned, they’re not required but are highly 

recommended. Here’s what you’ll need to make them:

• Two 1x1/8” x 48” Poplar Dowel Rods (Home Depot/Lowes)

• One set of 1” Walker/Commode Tips (Walgreens/CVS)

Simply slide the rubber tip onto the end of the dowel rod 

and... “Voila!”

If you don’t want to build your own, you can also use a set 

of your own walking poles or purchase an official pair of 

trekking poles from Amazon here. 

You can read more about why I love these poles on my blog:

www.invigoratept.com/blog//parkinsons-pole-series-part1

How to Build 
Your Parkinson’s Poles

20

https://www.amazon.com/York-Nordic-Hiking-Walking-Trekking/dp/B0069Z1NH4?ie=UTF8&dpID=513MDogEXWL&dpSrc=sims&linkCode=sl1&linkId=cb22214ba1cd8a3d56e9319249e6e695&preST=_AC_UL320_SR316%2C320_&refRID=15PFSHFAWNF944G3SQS3&ref_=as_li_ss_tl&tag=invigphysithe-20
https://www.amazon.com/York-Nordic-Hiking-Walking-Trekking/dp/B0069Z1NH4?ie=UTF8&dpID=513MDogEXWL&dpSrc=sims&linkCode=sl1&linkId=cb22214ba1cd8a3d56e9319249e6e695&preST=_AC_UL320_SR316%2C320_&refRID=15PFSHFAWNF944G3SQS3&ref_=as_li_ss_tl&tag=invigphysithe-20
www.invigoratept.com/blog//parkinsons-pole-series-part1
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A Parkinson’s exercise program should be physically challenging in order for you to get the potent, 

long-lasting effects you’re looking for. The exercises in this program are designed for you to be able to 

make them as hard or as easy as you’d like. 

When you’re first starting out on a new exercise, focus first on making sure you have good form and 

posture. Then you can start increasing the intensity by increasing your range of motion, speed of 

movement, or adding extra repetitions.

The Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) Scale - shown on the next page - is helpful when you’re trying to 

determine how hard you’re working. Your goal is to at least be working in the 5-7 range. Occasionally 

pushing into the 8-9/10  range is great for very short periods of time (1-2 minutes at the most). 

This program is designed to be used by almost anyone in the Parkinson’s tribe. However, you may need 

to modify your form, pace, or repetitions to fit your unique needs. 

Challenge = Brain Change

How to Change the Intensity

Using the RPE Scale to Gauge Intensity

Unique to Your Needs

Finally, Let’s Talk Intensity
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Rating of Perceived Exertion (RPE) 

Very Very Hard Activity

Completely out of breath, unable to talk

Very Hard Activity

Can only speak one word at a time

Hard Activity

Out of breath, can speak a sentence or two

Moderate Activity

Can still carry on a conversation

Light Activity

Breathing is easy

No Activity

10

9

7-8

4-6

2-3

1



Preparation:
 Day 2

Setting Your Goals
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Letting you start on this program without helping you set some goals first would be like sending you off on a 

great journey but not giving you a compass or a map… You’d have no way to measure whether or not you were 

getting close to your destination.

Click here to download your Goal Setting Worksheet.

The Goal Setting Worksheet will walk you through 3 activities:

1. Brainstorming your goals

2. Identifying any obstacles you anticipate may pop up during the next 4 weeks

3. Planning strategies to make sure you don’t get derailed by the obstacles

Getting Set Up For Success

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fc77ee4fcb52cb1540c0a/1467991934420/Goal_Setting_Worksheet.pdf
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Now that you’ve identified your goals for the Program and what may get in your way, you’re better able to plan 

for set-backs and motivate yourself to stay on track. The next step is setting aside time for exercise every day.

My Recommendation? Set aside 45 minutes every day to do this program. 

Most days you won’t need that much time but it will make sure you won’t feel rushed and have time to go 

through the exercises that are laid out for you. Remember: 45 minutes may seem like a lot of time, but you’re 

putting in the time now to have more freedom, independence, and mobility in the future. It’s an investment, 

not an inconvenience.

To help you plan when you’re going to do your Booster exercises, 

download and print a PDF copy of the Weekly Exercise Planner 

Worksheet here.

Use it to pick a time each day to do your Booster exercises. 

Block off that time and reserve it for YOU. 

Think about what you want to get out of this program and recognize that every day you prioritize exercise is 

a day that you’re one step closer to the best version of you. Once you pick a time and have written it on your 

Weekly Exercise Planner, consider setting a reminder on your phone that will help make sure you stay on track.

Setting Your Schedule

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fc85c579fb3a44ee038d9/1467992156710/Weekly_Exercise_Planner.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fc85c579fb3a44ee038d9/1467992156710/Weekly_Exercise_Planner.pdf
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Finally, it’s time for a seriously important step: 

Forming a Support System.

You may have someone in your family or close 

group of friends who is your biggest cheerleader, 

and they are incredibly important to this process. 

Let them know you’re starting a 5-Week program 

and share your plan and goals with them so they 

can help hold you accountable.

In addition, I’d like to invite you to join The Booster 

Tribe, our private Facebook group, that was formed 

only for people like you who are going through the 

Parkinson’s Booster Program.

See the next page for details on how to join our 

(virtual) tribe!

One Final 
(Important) Step
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Join The Booster Tribe on Facebook

How to Join

Share Your goals, visions, and obstacles

This private facebook community is exclusively for people with 

Parkinson’s who are going through the Parkinson’s Booster Program. 

It’s a safe space to connect with others who are also trying to make 

exercise and healthy living a part of their daily life. 

Follow the link below and click on “Join Group” in the top right 

corner. Give us 24 hours to approve you and you’ll get a notification 

as soon as we do.

www.Facebook.com/groups/TheBoosterTribe

Telling others your goals and visions is a tough thing to do, but it’s a crucial step for committing and sticking 

to this program. We can help you brainstorm solutions to obstacles (whatever you’re struggling with, it’s 

almost guaranteed you’re not the only one) and cheer you on throughout the challenge.  You don’t have to - 

nor should you - go at this alone! 

So go, right now, and share a few of your goals for the next 5 weeks and how you plan to stay on track.

Join Our (Virtual) Tribe

http://www.Facebook.com/groups/TheBoosterTribe


Preparation:
 Day 3

Measuring Your Baseline
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• How did goal setting go?

• How did it feel to sit and really think seriously about where you want to be after this program is over?

• Did you feel inspired and motivated? 

• Maybe you felt you should play it safe so you don’t risk getting your hopes up?

I cannot encourage you enough to think BIG and aim HIGH. Exercise is a powerful tool, but the power of the 

mind is far greater.

Your belief about your future steers your results more than anything else. 

I’m giving you permission to let go of the fear of the unknown, and instead embrace the feeling of 

empowerment and let yourself believe you will be far better at the end of this program than when you started. 

Sound good?

Checking in...
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Because some goals you have are likely subjective (ie: “feel better”, “have more energy”, “feel less fatigued”, 

and so on), it’s good to have some objective numbers to give you an idea of where you’re starting from. That’s 

where the Progress Tracker Worksheet comes in.

After you complete the 4-week program, we’ll repeat this Progress Tracker process and really see how far 

you’ve come. This pre-program assessment should take 10-minutes.

The Progress Tracker Worksheet was designed to help you keep track of your measurements now and at the 

end of the 4-week program. Download and Print a copy of the Progress Tracker Worksheet here.

You’ll need: 

• a stopwatch (or your phone’s stopwatch)

• a chair

• any assistive device you use for walking

• and (if your balance is sub-par) someone to supervise you for these tests

As you go through each of the following three tests, record your results. 

Keep this worksheet in a safe place so you can find it at the end of the 

program. 

Note: I highly recommend doing this with a friend or family member for supervision. These tests can be 

challenging and your safety is important. These tests can be done withshoes on or off, whichever you prefer.

Getting Something More Concrete

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fc8b4cd0f684b63bcbcc1/1467992244597/Progress_Tracker.pdf
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Single Leg Stance

You’ll need: A Stopwatch

Instructions: 

1. Stand tall with both feet flat on the floor, hands by your side. 

2. Slowly lift one leg off the floor so you’re standing on only one foot. 

3. With the stopwatch, time how long you’re able to stand on one foot. 

4. Go as long as you can safely. 

5. To end the test, bring your lifted foot back to the floor. 

6. Record how many seconds you were able to stand on each leg 

    on the Progress Tracker Worksheet.

Click here to see a video of the Single Leg Stance test: 

https://youtu.be/xko74MyySmA

Test #1: Balance

31

https://youtu.be/xko74MyySmA
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30 Second Sit to Stand

You’ll need: A Stopwatch

Instructions: 

1. Place the back of the chair against the wall. 

2. Sit at the front of the chair, sitting upright. 

3. Start the stopwatch and then, without using your arms, stand

    up from the chair and then return to sitting. This counts as   

    one repetition. Aim to get as many repetitions in 30 seconds as 

    possible safely. 

4. Record the number of repetitions on your Progress Tracking Sheet.

Click here to see a video of the 30 Second Sit to Stand test: 

https://youtu.be/Ng-UOHjTejY

Test #2: Strength
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https://youtu.be/Ng-UOHjTejY
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Six Minute Walk Test

You’ll need: 

• A Stopwatch

• Any assitive device you use for walking (walker, cane, etc.)

Instructions: 

1. Pick a long walkway that’s flat and free from rugs and other obstacles. 

2. Measure the distance (in feet) of that walkway. 

3. Standing at one end of the walkway, start the timer. 

4. Walk up and down the hallway for 6 minutes, keeping track of how many laps you walked. 

5. At the end of 6 minutes, multiple the number of laps by the distance in feet. This will give you 

    the total distance you walked in 6 minutes.

    Example: You walked a 15ft hallway 10 times. Your total feet walked is 15 x 10 = 150 feet.

6. Record the number of feet walked on your Progress Tracker Worksheet.

 

Click here to see a formal version of the 6MWT: https://youtu.be/6EXNes7mO1o?t=2m20s 

Test #3: Stamina
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https://youtu.be/6EXNes7mO1o?t=2m20s
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Max Walking Distance

If you’re unable to walk 6 Minutes for the above exercise, use this test instead. 

You’ll need: 

• A Stopwatch

• Any assitive device you use for walking (walker, cane, etc.)

Instructions: 

1. Pick a long walkway that’s flat and free from rugs and other obstacles. 

2. Measure the distance (in feet) of that walkway. 

3. Standing at one end of the walkway, start the timer. 

4. Walk up and down the hallway for as long as you can safely, keeping track of how many laps you walked. 

5. When you feel you cannot continue safely, stop and rest. 

6. Multiply the number of laps by the distance in feet. This will give your max walking distance in feet. 

    Example: You walked a 15ft hallway 10 times. Your total feet walked is 15 x 10 = 150 feet.

7. Record the number of feet walked on your Progress Tracker Worksheet.

Test #3: Stamina (Modified Test)
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Film Yourself Walking

The best way to really see your progress is visually, and a video is perfect for this!

Have a friend or family member take a video of you walking down the hallway and back. Make sure you can see 

your whole body in the video and have good lighting. 

• What’s your posture look like?

• Are your arms swinging?

• Do you shuffle or drag your feet on the floor?

These are all things we’re going to work on improving over the course of this Booster program!

Optional: Take a Video
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It’s Go Time!

Starting your 4-Week 
Parkinson’s Booster Program
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You’re all set!

Day 1 of this program starts the Sunday following your last Preparation email.

Every Sunday for the next 4 weeks you’ll get an email that includes:

• A printable copy of that week’s plan

• A description of that week’s focus

• A Wellness Tip to help enhance your progress

Are You Ready?
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Have a Workout Buddy

There’s strength in numbers and working out is no different! Find a friend, family member, or fellow PWP to 

join you for this program. Working out with a buddy will help you stay motivated, working hard, safe, and 

accountable.

Avoid Pain

There’s a difference between working out in a way that’s challenging, and working out in a way that hurts. 

If you have pain at any time, stop and discuss this with your healthcare team. A bit of discomfort is OK, but 

pushing through pain should be avoided. This is not the place for the “no pain, no gain” mentality.

Start Slow and Build Up

As we progress through 4 weeks, we’ll be increasing the number of repetitions (aka. “reps”) of each exercise. 

The goal is to be able to perform 20 reps of each exercise for 2-3 sets with good form and full range of motion.  

At the beginning, however, start with a comfortable number of reps for you and take breaks as needed.

Use Music for Pacing

Music can be a perfect metronome to help you keep a good pace for your exercises which means more potent 

results. Dig out your old favorites and hit play! I’ve found that the Pandora station “50s Rock and Roll” has some 

great tracks.

Tips, Strategies, and Safety
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During the next 4 weeks you have an opportunity every single day to take one step towards a stronger, more 

balanced, more resiliant you.

You’re here because you believe you can fight back against your Parkinson’s diagnosis, and your results will be 

a direct reflection of the BELIEF you have about your future. 

Instead of  “I will believe it when I see it”,  let’s flip this into “I will see it when I believe it!”

I encourage you to embrace this fitness program and start looking at exercise from a different perspective:

• You’re not just delaying the disease, you’re rewriting your Parkinson’s story.

• You’re not preventing the inevitable, you’re changing your path completely.

Exercise isn’t something you have to do to survive, it’s the tool you’re using to take back control of your life and 

your future. It’s an investment, not an inconvenience.

Ready? Let’s do it! See you in your inbox on Sunday!

Your Future Awaits

Shifting Your Perspective



Post Program

Measuring Your Progress
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Congratulations on finishing The Booster Program!

By now you’ve likely felt an improvement in many areas of your physical and mental wellbeing. Today’s the day 

we put some numbers on your progress by going through the same tests you did before you started. 

Pull out the Progress Tracker worksheet you recorded your measurements on initially as well as a stopwatch 

(or your phone’s stopwatch), a chair, any assistive device you use for walking, and (if your balance is sub-par) 

someone to supervise you for the tests on the following pages.

You’ve Come So Far!
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Single Leg Stance

You’ll need: A Stopwatch

Instructions: 

1. Stand tall with both feet flat on the floor, hands by your side. 

2. Slowly lift one leg off the floor so you’re standing on only one foot. 

3. With the stopwatch, time how long you’re able to stand on one foot. 

4. Go as long as you can safely. 

5. To end the test, bring your lifted foot back to the floor. 

6. Record how many seconds you were able to stand on each leg 

    on the Progress Tracker Worksheet.

Click here to see a video of the Single Leg Stance test: 

https://youtu.be/xko74MyySmA

Test #1: Balance
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30 Second Sit to Stand

You’ll need: A Stopwatch

Instructions: 

1. Place the back of the chair against the wall. 

2. Sit at the front of the chair, sitting upright. 

3. Start the stopwatch and then, without using your arms, stand

    up from the chair and then return to sitting. This counts as   

    one repetition. Aim to get as many repetitions in 30 seconds as 

    possible safely. 

4. Record the number of repetitions on your Progress Tracking Sheet.

Click here to see a video of the 30 Second Sit to Stand test: 

https://youtu.be/Ng-UOHjTejY

Test #2: Strength
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Six Minute Walk Test

You’ll need: 

• A Stopwatch

• Any assitive device you use for walking (walker, cane, etc.)

Instructions: 

1. Pick a long walkway that’s flat and free from rugs and other obstacles. 

2. Measure the distance (in feet) of that walkway. 

3. Standing at one end of the walkway, start the timer. 

4. Walk up and down the hallway for 6 minutes, keeping track of how many laps you walked. 

5. At the end of 6 minutes, multiple the number of laps by the distance in feet. This will give you 

    the total distance you walked in 6 minutes.

    Example: You walked a 15ft hallway 10 times. Your total feet walked is 15 x 10 = 150 feet.

6. Record the number of feet walked on your Progress Tracker Worksheet.

 

Click here to see a formal version of the 6MWT: https://youtu.be/6EXNes7mO1o?t=2m20s 

Test #3: Stamina
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Film Your Walking

If you took a video of your walking at the beginning of this program, it’s time to take another.

 

Have a friend or family member take a video of you walking down the hallway and back. Make sure you can see 

your whole body in the video and have good lighting. 

• How has your posture changed since the beginning of the program?

• Do you notice your arms swinging more freely?

• Are you walking with less of a limp? Are your steps higher, longer, or more fluid?

• Is there a difference in your walking speed?

Optional: Take a Video
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Did you enjoy the Parkinson’s Booster Program?

Have you seen excellent results over the last 4 weeks?

If so, we’d love to hear from you.

Share your success with the rest of the tribe on the private Facebook group: 

www.Facebook.com/groups/TheBoosterTribe

Or email Sarah directly at support@invigoratept.freshdesk.com

It’s okay to brag - you worked hard for this!!!

(We also welcome any feedback on how to make this program even better the next go round. Think something 

could be better? Email us, please!)

Congratulations!

http://www.Facebook.com/groups/TheBoosterTribe
http://support@invigoratept.freshdesk.com


References

FAQs + Refund Policy
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Q: What if I want to skip the Preparation e-mails and just start the Program?

It’s important to read the Program fully and make sure you do the starter activities in the 3 Preparation e-mails. 

This will help ensure your success with the program. Remember, this is a marathon and not a sprint! Our goal 

is to help you establish a new routine you can continue after the 30 Days is up and the Preparation e-mails are 

designed for just that. Be patient, young grasshopper!

Q: Do I have to have a set of poles for the Program?

The home-made poles are HIGHLY encouraged for this program for best results (See pg. 12). However, if you 

aren’t able to make your own, you can simply follow the videos without the poles, mimicking the movements 

as best you can.

Q: Does this count as Parkinson’s physical therapy?

This program is not intended as a substitute for being evaluated and treated by a licensed physical therapist. 

There are a lot of excellent reasons to see a PT for 1-on-1 sessions as they can tailor a program specific to 

your health condition, goals, and abilities. When you participate in this Program, you are doing so at your own 

risk and with the understanding that you should consult with your healthcare provider first if you have any 

concerns about your ability to participate safely.  Feel free to bring this program to your physical therapist to 

discuss whether it’s appropriate for you and your situation. 

Frequently Asked Questions
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Q: What do I do if I can’t find your e-mails?

Once you start the program, you’ll receive a Welcome e-mail as well as 3 Preparation e-mails before Day 1 of 

your challenge. Day 1 will always begin on a Sunday. From that point, you’ll receive one e-mail every Sunday 

for 4 weeks. If you miss an e-mail, it likely went into your “Spam,” “Junk” or “Promotions” folder depending on 

which e-mail provider you use. 

GMAIL users: If you’re missing an e-mail, it’s likely in your “Promotions” folder. This may not be visible from 

your mobile device unless you’ve already configured your gmail folders. Please use the GMAIL APP - not the 

default email app - to locate your missing email, or look on a regular computer. Once you find it, drag it to your 

inbox, follow the prompts to let Gmail know all emails from “info@invigoratept.com” should be in the inbox, 

and you should be good to go!

YAHOO!, HOTMAIL, MSN, LIVE.COM, .EDU, WORK, or OTHER EMAIL:

If an email is missing, it has gotten filtered to “Spam” or “Junk” folders. Checking from your phone may not turn 

it up as mobile servers will delete junk mail more rapidly. Your best bet is to search for your email from a regular 

computer. Once you locate the email, put it in your inbox, and mark it as safe.  Be sure you’ve added “info@

invigoratept.com” to your contacts.

For any other issues, simply send an e-mail to support@invigoratept.freshdesk.com and we’ll get back to you 

as quickly as possible to help you resolve the issue! 

Frequently Asked Questions

http://support@invigoratept.freshdesk.com
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The 60Day “100% Effort = 0% Risk” Money Back Guarantee

You now have lifetime access to the Booster Program User’s Manual to reference 

forever. Try the entire fiveweek Booster Program start to finish and if you don’t see any 

improvement in your flexibility, balance, strength, stamina, or coordination, I’ll refund 

100% of your money. 

I believe that if you put in the work and commit to the full program, including the week of preparation before 

the program begins, there is absolutely no reason why you shouldn’t see real, tangible results physically and 

mentally. 

Everything in this program is researchbased and real life tested. I work daily with the Parkinson’s community 

and have helped hundreds of people diagnosed with Parkinson’s regain their zest for life through strategic 

exercise plans.While this Booster Program is the first of its kind in the online space, the exercises and 

recommendations are consistent with the most successful Parkinson’s exercise programs in the world.

This guarantee is extended for 60 days after purchase, well beyond the completion of the five week program. 

Try the ENTIRE program. If you put in the hard work, followed along with the exercises and recommendations, 

and still saw no difference in your before and after measurements of strength, balance, stamina, or 

coordination, I’ll refund 100% of your money.

Refund Policy
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Bonuses

Because You Earned It!



Week 1:

Drink ½ your bodyweight in ounces each day. Sound like too much? Work your way up by adding 8oz every 

day. Add a pinch of celtic sea salt to your water for improved hydration. More hydrated body means more 

pliable joints and discs and more flexibility overall.

Week 2: 

Avoid sugar crashes which can significantly limit your stamina and increase fatigue. Swap out sugary drinks or 

snacks for ones that are higher in healthy fats including olives, hummus, or avocado.

Week 3: 

Healthy nerves require nutrients to make the best connection between your brain and body. Nutrient-dense 

foods like organic leafy greens, colorful vegetables and berries ensure your nerves are healthy and ready to 

handle whatever you throw at them.

Week 4: 

While you’re sleeping your brain is rewiring all the new skills you learned during the day. Prioritize a regular 

bedtime and switch all your electronics off about 30 minutes prior so you can slip into blissful sleep every night 

this week.

Weekly Wellness Tips



Step 1: 

Click here to download the 5S Method 

Worksheet.

Step 2: 

Follow the link to watch the You Tube video: 

https://youtu.be/TmO8qdxgsoE 

5S Method for Unfreezing

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/577fc95e37c581ee1a184c9d/1467992415042/5S_Method.pdf
https://youtu.be/TmO8qdxgsoE


These 5 exercises were designed to be a kind of “movement snack” for your body throughout the day. 

They can be done at various times: upon waking, before or after a meal, anytime you stand up from a chair, 

after you brush your teeth, and so on.

Click here to download the PDF handout of the Five 60-Second Mobility Booster Exercises, then print it out 

and post it in easy-to-see parts of your home or office. 

60 Second Mobility Boosters

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/55fb0c75e4b00ce723b5057b/t/57e02df02994ca4faac40baf/1474987353553/60_Second_Mobility.pdf

